Influence of injection mode and antioxidant dietary on the toxicity of Doxorubicin as a chemotherapy drug

Abstract

Doxorubicin (Dox), among others, is a chemotherapy drug, used to treat different types of cancers. It considered as potent anticancer therapeutics with significant effectiveness in lymphomas and many solid tumors. Patients with breast cancer, in particular, doxorubicin are the first choices of therapy. Unfortunately, the clinical use of Dox is restricted by its ability to develop cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. Administration route of Doxorubicin recommended of being intravenous. However, three other administration routes also are being applied depending on the case and to avoid faster cardio toxicity development. Development of cardiomyopathy, due to the prolong Doxorubicin injection that leads to sharp rises in left ventricular dysfunction followed by other complications, gave an attention to a relentless search for the better anthracycline with less cardio toxicity. Few studies were carried out to decrease the side effect of this drug, among these was choosing the mode of its injection or use antioxidant dietary in combination and modifying their mode of action. Comparison of different injection routes of Dox and their side effects were our main intention. The capability of using herbal medicine, have antioxidant property or protective effect like those of Moringa seeds, were also considered.
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Introduction

Doxorubicin (Adriamycin, trade name) is one of the most frequently used drugs for cancer chemotherapy. This drug proved to be the most effective as systemic chemotherapy, particularly for liver cancers. Dox is an anthracycline antibiotic, a class of drug, which is produced naturally by actinobacteria of genus Streptomyces named Streptomyces peucetius. It consists of a naphthacenequinone linked through a glycosidic bond at ring atom 7 to an amino sugar named daunosamine. Dox is considered one of two drugs (daunorubicin) of the first generation of anthracycline antibiotics. This drug has Antineoplastic activity. Therefore, according to the Biopharmaceutical Classification System, Dox belongs to class III that is characterized by high solubility and low permeability. So, it is preferable to be administrated intravascular.

The mode of action of Dox is intercalated between base pairs in the DNA helix, thereby preventing DNA replication and ultimately inhibiting protein synthesis. The mechanism of inhibition is due to the involvement of enzyme blocking named Topoisomerase. Experimental evidence indicated that DNA intercalation triggers the cleavage of DNA by Topoisomerase-II, yielding serious disturbances in the tertiary structure of DNA. As a result, it slows down or stops the growth of cancer cells where rapid and uncontrolled cell division has occurred. In general, normal cells, during the cell cycle, will stop dividing due to checkpoints in which two periods are recognized: rest and active growing and division periods. The checkpoints ensure that the cells are not growing too fast and do have any mistakes. In the case of cancer, the cells do not have these checkpoints and are not limited in how large or how fast they grow. Chemotherapy agents like Doxorubicin inhibit cell division by binding to DNA within the cell, causing damage that prevents the DNA from replicating of the cancer cell. When cancer cells are dividing, they need Topoisomerase enzyme to replicate their DNA; when it is blocked, DNA damage occurs and the cell will stop dividing and growth will slow down.

In addition, in exploring heart toxicity-side effect, some studies proved that Dox causes dose-dependent cardio toxicity. This may lead to irreversible heart failure by different mechanisms. Among these mechanisms is a progressive reduction of left ventricular function that leads to a decrease in fractional shortening and ejection fraction. Therefore, patients during the course of Dox therapy exposed to the continuous rhythm that followed by life-threatening congestive heart failure. Mean while, production of reactive oxygen species, calcium imbalance, mitochondrial damage, and apoptosis are also considered in Dox cardio toxicity condition.

Clinically, Dox chemotherapy drug is mainly administered intravenously, as mentioned above, but depending on the type of cancer and the therapeutic indication, as in solid tumors or acute leukemias, different administration routes were followed. Therefore, four routes of Dox administration have been used: Intravenous, Intravesical, Intra-arterial, and Intraportional. Intravenous administration of Doxorubicin should be performed with caution due to its direct effect on the heart that causes cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. Meanwhile, the Intravesical administration is applied for the treatment of superficial bladder tumors or as prophylaxis to reduce recurrence after transurethral resection. A major advantage of Intravesical Dox administration is giving chemotherapy directly into the bladder instead of injecting it into the bloodstream. Accordingly, it is a direct contact of the chemotherapy to cancer tissue without being reaches to other parts of the body. This route of administration helps people to avoid many of the side effects that can occur with intravenous administration of Dox. However, the main side effects that can occur in Intravesical Dox administration are irritation and a burning feeling in the bladder.

The third route of Doxorubicin administration is through intra-arterial, particularly for patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), to reduce its toxicity and produce intense local activity. For
HCC patients, systemic administration of Dox showed limited clinical benefits where the accumulative dose of Dox could lead to cardio toxicity and high rate of mortality. However, when the drug was given by the hepatic artery-route, tumor shrinkage was recorded and partial responses were seen in 30 – 70 % of patients. Therefore, the development of more effective Dox to achieve a higher percentage of HCC-patient recovery, future directions for using this drug in therapy, is intensively recorded ongoing researches.

Although Doxorubicin has hazard side, fourth route of Dox through intraperitoneal administration, is used by some researches in their experimental animal. In the meantime, this route of administration is preferable due to the majority of the injected Dox-dose remained in the abdominal cavity without being incorporated into the systemic circulation which can cause cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. However, the application of Dox Intraperitoneal, local toxic effects must be controlled and more attention should be followed in order to facilitate clinical utility.

No comparative studies were done to explore the side effect of the different administration routes of Dox. However, a study done by Li & Tang showed that the pharmacokinetics of Doxorubicin in nude mice subjected to intravenous and intraperitoneal administration of specific dose given as a single shot (12mg/kg) showed that the Dox concentration curves in kidney, heart, and striated muscle following intraperitoneal administration were approximately half the concentration curves following intravenous injection. However, in plasma and liver, Dox concentration curve showed nearly identical concentrations after 2h distribution. Meanwhile, evaluation of Dox LD₅₀ showed a significantly higher value after intravenous administration than those of intraperitoneal administration. Therefore, the administration route of Dox is still dependent on cancer types and the way to be delivered to tumor cells. However, more researches, right now, are focusing on how to improve delivery of the drug and decrease its toxicity.

Common side effects of doxorubicin

Common symptoms recognized as side effects after Dox delivered to the patient’s body, by any routes mentioned, are: nausea associated with vomiting (may be severe), diarrhea, loss of appetite, missed menstrual periods, darkening of skin or nails, bruising, weakness, tiredness, eye redness, or puffy eyelids, abnormal heartbeat and stomach pain. Cumulative doses of Doxorubicin may give a reddish color to urine, tears, and sweat that may proceed for several days. Temporary hair loss may occur. However, after Dox treatment has ended, normal hair growth should return. However, more severe side effects may occur, such as chest pain, sudden cough with foamy mucus or coughing up blood, urineation less than usual or not at all or bloody urine, fever, chills, body aches, flu symptoms, sores in your mouth and throat; severe liver and heart problems.

Improvement of doxorubicin toxicity

Many studies are going forward to improve the side effect and toxicity of Doxorubicin. For that purpose, different therapeutic strategies for Dox administration were carried out which include construction of new generations of anthracycline using stem-cell-therapy and searching for flavonoid compounds or active secondary metabolites of plants or microbes origin. Among these strategies, medicinal plants contain active compounds are a promising tool in concern for its natural products. In the meantime, nutritional components and antioxidant of some herbal medicine like those of Moringa species are also considered and being of potential uses (Gad EL-Hak et al 2017; Heba et al, unpublished data).

The bioavailability, metabolism, and biological activity of flavonoids compounds of plant origin rely upon their configuration, total number of hydroxyl groups, and substitution of functional groups about their nuclear structure. Many flavonoids are shown to have antioxidant activity, free radical scavenging capacity, coronary heart disease prevention, hepato protective, anti-inflammatory, and anticancer activities, while some flavonoids exhibit potential antiviral activities. Therefore, using rich dietary regime has antioxidant and other nutrients supplement like those of Moringa seeds or leaves can be an alternative medicine to be used during chemotherapy medication. Moringa is a medicinal plant, now a days, it is used as a traditional remedy for many ailments. Moringa is a rich source of vitamins, minerals, and amino acids, it fights free radicals (the powerful antioxidant), inflammation and it helps in protecting the cardiovascular system, which is our main target for Dox medication. Meanwhile, Moringa supports brain health, protects the liver and contains antimicrobial and antibacterial properties. For all these properties of Moringa, we suggest to use its seeds or leaves along with Dox remediation to decrease its toxicity and cardiomyopathy.

Conclusion

The ability to protect against cardio toxicity, using natural dietary products, open a new area for enhancing clinical interest in exploiting modifications in the strategy of Doxorubicin medication as an anticancer drug. Using medicinal plant like Moringa is a promising therapeutic mediator to be used to reduce and fight congestive heart failure resulted from Doxorubicin toxicity. Since Moringa seeds or leaves have the high nutritional value that is considered as an excellent source of many vitamins (B2, B, A and C), some minerals and free radical scavenging capacity (antioxidant compounds), they can be taken along with Dox medication. Furthermore, the mentioned team of B vitamins has been found to reduce cardiomyopathy since they have an important role to reduce the level of homocysteine, a risk factor of heart disease. Accordingly, the antitumor therapy side effects may be acclimatized by taking dietary contains the promising medicinal Moringa plant, which may also help our own body to synthesize de novo (endogenous) antioxidants and balance shortage of Child’s that plays an important role in cell proliferation.
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